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CHAIR PONTANILLA: ... (gavel) . .. The Public Works Committee meeting is now in
session. Good morning, Members. Members of the public, this morning we do
have Member Carroll; Member Hokama; and Vice-Chair of the Committee,
Member Molina. Member Mateo is now coming forward to join us. Good
morning. Here with us also is our Staff...we do have Yvette Bantilan as well as
Carla Nakat. .. , Nakata. Representing the Administration is Corporation Counsel
Cindy Young, as well as our Director of Public Works and Environmental
Management, Milton Arakawa.
Members, this morning we do have one item on the agenda, PW-18. Before we
go into the agenda item, r d like to have members of the public as well as people
along this floor either to turn off your cell phones or put it on the silent mode.
Thank you.
At this time, the Chair would like to call for public testimony. People that coming
up to testify you do have three minutes, one minute to conclude, and if you can
identify yourself as well as provide information in regards to the organization that
you represent. Thank you.
Members, the first person testifying is Mike Maberry. Oh, you're going to do the
presentation instead? Okay. The second person that we have here to testify is
Harriet Witt. Harriet?
... BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY ...

me.
our
ancestors not
knowing about this impossibility developed nature-based guidance systems which
allowed them to navigate thousands of miles of open ocean while everybody else
in the world was still hugging their coastlines for fear of falling over the edge.
Our ability to see the stars reminds us that what experts and authorities consider to
be impossible can in fact be achieved. You may also know that because of the
importance of the sky, the dark sky, the Hawaiian day begins at sunset. At sunset
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the sky becomes dark enough that we can see the stars which are reference points
indicating where we are on the earth, where we are in the earth's spinning, where
we are in earth's orbiting, and where we are in our galaxy. Without the stars we
cannot see where we are. And when we cannot see where we are, we are lost.
This wisdom has been preserved for us in the fact that the Hawaiian names of the
days of the week begin with the Hawaiian word for the night, which is po. For
example, Monday is Po 'akahi, Tuesday is Po 'alua, Wednesday is Po 'akolu.
So, I conclude my testimony by urging you to please support this legislation. We
need to preserve the night because we need to preserve our ability to see where
we are. When we can't see where we are, we are lost. And I thank you for this
opportunity to testify.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Ms. Witt. Members, any question for the testifier?
If not, thank you very much. Next to testify is Phil Johnson.
MR. JOHNSON: Good morning, Chair and Council members. Phil Johnson, Wailea
Community Association. I'm also representing the Maui AlA and, maybe
vicariously, the Maui Hotel Association and a few other organizations we've met
with.
As you well know, we've been working a long time on this bill. I think it's a, it's
a great compromise of just about everybody's concerns. The three major areas
that I'd like to point out to you is one, that there's a ten-year retrofit clause in it so
that it gives people time to be able to plan
capitalization to change over to

is
to
street lighting and
the compromise that we came up
is to corne with intersections with either
high pressure sodium or metal halide lights, low pressure sodium the
or
non-intersection areas, and then in parking lots come up with this, this ability to,
when you do a parking lot design, you have 10 percent of the total lumens
available to use as white lights, so that you can get color rendition, you can have
VV>UHn
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areas that will help in, in the safety and identification, and yet still reduce the
overall lighting levels which is what we need.
So, I'll be here and would be more than happy to answer any questions later on
and, and the amount of time and work, and I encourage you all to consider this
bill and move it forward. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Mr. Johnson. Members, any question for the
testifier? I do have one, Mr. Johnson. You mentioned high pressure sodium at
the intersection. That is fully shielded?
MR. JOHNSON: Pardon me?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: The high pressure sodium intersection, fully shielded?
MR. JOHNSON: Correct, yes.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Thank you. Next to testify

Steve

' H r.."""

MR. SUTROV: Good morning, Council Committee Chair and Council
My
name is Steve Sutrov.
testifying for myself and for the Kula Community
Association,
our association has taken a position a few times on outdoor
lighting drafts in the past, and we, we support this endeavor and this draft here,
I'm sure, and we definitely
it needs to be passed forward. The history
of this, you know it's like opening
wounds here, talking about how long this
has been going on. But
Big
had legislation to get with,

document,
was
pressure sodium to be incorporated.
so, we
street lighting standards
which is helping out somewhat. Our, our neighborhoods are seeing some effects
from better lighting now because of fun cutoff fixtures being installed in new
insulation in subdivisions, and different... commercial properties are starting to
utilize more full cutoff fixtures, but it's still not enough and it's mostly voluntary.
And if not, what we do need is legislation.
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In 2002, we had a subcommittee form by the Council here to work on a draft bill,
work on this draft bill. For a full year they had ten meetings and other committee
meetings here to work on this. Boxes of information probably are stored
somewhere on this. I know, I've got three at home and with hundreds of photos.
And, and during that time there was, there was a demonstration that was up for
nine months of low pressure sodium up by King Kekaulike High School no noted
problems with that or comments that were negative. It was, our Association
received positive comments from that type of lighting at that time. There was a,
there was a site inspection to the Big Island in which a testimony was received
from their department heads, saying there's been no litigation...that no litigation
in regards to the low pressure sodium lighting over there. We also found out that
you're not allowed to light the beaches on the Big Island-MS. NAKATA: Three minutes.
MR. SUTROV: --and it's (inaudible) in their legislation. I'll finish up here now. And
yeah, we've had lots of research,
of testimony from experts and from the
community that we need this and we need to move this forward. The last thing
anybody wants to see is
the newspaper tomorrow that this was sidetracked,
derailed, dropped for a new draft. And after, after this much work that's been
done on this, we need to pass this on today if we can. Thank you very much.
Sutrov. Members, any question for the
CHAIR PONTANILLA: TharJk you,
testifier? If not thank you very much. The next testifier is Cheryl King.

So, I just encourage everyone to please move
forward. I want to thank
here to
everyone who's been working so hard on this for so many years and
answer any questions about the low pressure sodium or its affect on turtles or
anything else. So just, tharJk you.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Ms. King. Members, any questions for the
testifier? If not thank you very much. The last person to sign up prior to the
meeting for testimony is Hannah Bernard.
MS. BERNARD: Good morning, Council Chair, Council members. Mahalo for having
this meeting, and I, I can't stress strongly enough this is a win, win, win. We
need to move forward quickly. Hawaii Wild Life Fund, as so often is the case
with issues in our island, is brought in because of the wildlife 'cause that's our,
our work, but so often as the case goes along we find out there's a whole lot other
issues involved. There's been the public safety issue, there's been the hotel
industry's concern for, for safety, and the police officer's concerns for safety.
There's been the night sky for all of us, for our heritage, for the Hawaiian culture,
for the astronomers, for so many reasons. For the wildlife, for our way of life.
We've worked so hard, we've really come together over this. This is a win, win,
win. You can hold this up as a success. If you pass this quickly, you'll be our
champions and we will be there saying thank you, mahalo, and so will all of Maui
in the future. So please do not delay this any future. We, we're very supportive
of this ordinance. Mahalo.
PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any questions for the testifier? If not,
thank you very much. Is there anyone that hadn't signed up for public testimony
before convening the meeting and would like to testify at this time, you may come
up.
MR. MATSUOKA (from the audience): Will I have a chance to--

18

OUTDOOR LIGHTING
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Members, this morning we have one item on our agenda,
PW-18, Outdoor Lighting. This is a result of County Communication No. 00-125,
transmitting correspondence from a constituent relating to the abatement of light
trespass.
This morning, the Committee will receive a presentation from the Outdoor
Lighting and Ad Hoc Committee headed by Mike Maberry that will be followed

by comments by the various County departments and than a Q&A period. The
Committee will also discuss a draft bill entitled "A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE
AMENDING TITLE 20, MAUl COUNTY CODE, BY ADDING A NEW
CHAPTER RELATING TO OUTDOOR LIGHTING". The purpose of the draft
bill is to establish outdoor lighting standards, reduce light pollution, and enhance
the night sky for astronomical research and preservation of wildlife. The
proposed bill was transmitted by Frarik "Bud" Pikrone, General Manager, Wailea
Community Association, and a member of the Ad Hoc Committee.
Members, we did have an opportunity to do a site inspection on July 10th , where
we had gone to the Maui Economic Development Board's new building to look at
the parking lot in regards to low pressure sodium that night. So we all had a
chance to view how LPS in parking lots do look like.
At this time, the Chair would like to call a short recess. We're gonna have a
presentation made by the Ad Hoc Committee. So at this time, the Chair would
like to call a short recess. . .. (gavel) . ..
RECESS:

9:21 a.m.
a.m.

What we'd like to do in these few slides is to cover some issues that were, that
seem to have risen to the top as being the ones of most concern from the various
departments, and that is the perception of color; the exemptions that we're, that
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we're looking at; the cost, which is addressed in some of the earlier testimony;
public support, which was addressed in some of the public testimony; the issue of
disposal; liability; recreational lighting was a major issue with regards to being on
after 11 :00 p.m., which was in the original, some of the original drafts; and then
whether or not this actually means a darker Maui.
Under definitions at the beginning, what we'd want to point out is that the class
relates to several different classes we're gonna cover here real quickly that, that
will also show up in the table. The primary section here is assembly, where
people are outdoor sales areas, service stations, outdoor eating areas, outdoor or
repair areas, and specifically recreational facilities.
Class II lighting. What I'd like to, to jump in here and just throw in that, that the
major areas of light pollution within this island are, are parking lots and, and
street lights. Street lights have been address, as you'll see in a few minutes, by
the County before, but only ...never have we, has the County actually addressed
lighting on private property before the attempt made with this, this ordinance.
Outdoor security and basically just general illumination of grounds, that's what
falls under Class II category.
Class III category are decorative effects, which also includes waterfalls, pond
lighting, landscaping, and walkways. Walkways are very important with regards
to security. Class IV lighting is the illumination of roadways, roadways that we
were discussing just a few minutes ago.

a

area it

a

This is low pressure sodium. So you see you have avery, very bright area down
here in this, in this end of the spectrum and not, not a lot of coverage up in the
blue. So what we refer to this in the, in the draft is it has a narrow portion of the
spectrum of light that it actually covers.
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Now that being said, lighting standards that are used for safety and security are
under this Illumination Engineering Society of North America or what's
commonly referred to as the IESNA Standards. When you, when a lighting
engineer designs a project, they design the project to these standards, again, in
order to provide a security and to protect against liability. And the standards
relate to lumens or, or what...when they talk about how much light goes out of a,
out of a luminaire, they, they .. .it's measured in lumens. So this, this is the unit
of measurement of the amount of brightness. It is not relative to where in the
spectrum it falls. It has only to do with the amount of light that comes out of that
light bulb or that. ..and it's measured, as it states right here, 360 degrees. This is
important. Remember this when we talk a little bit about shielding in a, in a few
moments. Okay, so the total light output. So, you know, a typical R30 65-watt
indoor flood lamp is rated at 750 lumens, just to give you an idea.
Now, keep, keep in mind this color. We were very lucky in that this last round of
discussions we did have now-retired Captain Fontaine, George Fontaine from the
Maui Police Department participate, and one of the major concerns that was
expressed from the very beginning was perception of color. There was a study
recently done that determined that if you have the low pressure sodium lamps as
your primary source, 90 percent of your total source of light, the total lumens
emitted from the system, if you add as little as 10 percent that have light from the
broad spectrum, a broad portion of the light spectrum, then you get full color
rendition. So this is something that was added this last round. While this is not
specifically augmented or mixed lighting, it's, it's inadvertently sort of mixed
lighting.

IS
shielding. This is an
Now we'll
about shielding,
shielding,
example down here on the left of fully shielding. It means that it is constructed so
that all of the light emitted by the fixture is projected downward below the
horizontal plane of the lowest point of the fixture. So all the light goes down
where the humans are. Okay. This, actually, is an example of. .. sort of
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augmented as well. This shows low pressure sodium in the parking lot and
around the buildings you see a white, a white light source, excuse me.
Now this is on, this photograph on the right is on Mapu Street, and this is actually
right here on Maui and shows you a perfect example of shielded and non-shielded
high pressure sodium lights. Notice this, these two lights here. These are
unshielded lights and yet this is a fully shield light. The light. . .in, in fact there's
a better example over here, you can actually see the light down on the ground.
This is a fully shielded light.
This is a problem for our elder drivers, which I am one of now at this point. It's
really hard, you get a lot of glare when you're, when you're trying to drive. It
makes it difficult to read signs that are near the lights. So this is one of the
reasons we're ...that every bit of the testimony you've heard so far and that we've
been talking about over years, why we need fully shielded lights. We need to put
the lumens down where the humans are.
And it's something that Steve Sutrov mentioned a minute ago, it already exists
under Title Me-IS. Right now fully shielded luminaires, again, strictly only on
public and private roadways, right-of-ways, so highways. It does, does not
address parking lot lights or, or any, any other private installations, but there is
already a requirement which is why you saw just in that previous slide some
mixture of fully shielded and only partially shielded. There's already a
requirement that we were supposed to have already converted over to fully
shielded five years after the date that this took effect, which would've been in
January of 2005. Of course, we understand that, you know, funding is an issue
done. I

to
existing light fixtures,
mentioned
we are
ten
from the adoption to retrofit, again to amortize and try to minimize the amount of
economic impact. Completely exempt from this will be all existing decorative
and walkway lighting, just to point that out.
Here is the, the table and here is an example of what is currently being done to
retrofit existing high pressure sodium cobra head fixtures in order to provide fully
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shielding. As I mentioned before, this particular color and I mentioned
augmented monochromatic light. So these, these in these areas, areas of
assembly, areas of parking lots were issues that, that the Police Department's
representative at that time expressed. My understanding is is that at the time of
his participation in the Committee, that Captain Fontaine actually had more
training on lighting than, than any of the other officers. One of the major
compromises that was mentioned by Phil that we did is that with regards to
roadway lighting that, you know, intersections would be allowed to have,
continue to have high pressure sodium vapor lights so that you would have full
color rendition at intersections.
The other issues that I want to point out real quick here are that these lights that
are mentioned over here that should be off by 11 :00 p.m. till sunrise. If business
or recreational activities are taking place, they can stay on. This was a concern
expressed by I believe the Chair or some of the Chair's constituents with regards
to retirees walking very early in the morning at some of the parks, and so they
were lighting up the, the walkways. As long as there's actual activities,
recreational activities undergoing, then that was fine. The, the ordinance
wouldn't, wouldn't interfere. We do, we did allow for metal halide to be partially
shielded up here in areas of assembly. The intent of this was primarily for
recreation, existing recreational facilities. As was demonstrated in photograph as
well as testimony provided, that there are new techniques to provide fully
shielded recreational facilities. We're talking about sporting facilities, primarily,
which absolutely much have as full a color rendition as possible in order for the,
the sporting events to carry on after dark. It was really not intended for any other
usage. I was asked to be sure and point that out. It's not real clear here, but the
shielded
on "'LU"ULjL~

to
sales.
out to a problem on
Big
as was
mentioned, that the Big Island has had an ordinance for almost 20 years and,
unfortunately, some of the big-box stores were selling them. So in order to avoid
problems of people buying them and installing 'em without, without knowing
about it, we've been seeking to have the sales prohibited...just to make
everything a little safer. As I mentioned, it's already existing Code right here,
specifically that these are--this is a direct quote--""mercury vapor lamps are
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expressly prohibited and all such lamps shall be removed within five years",
again, five years of 2000. I'm not aware of. .. --(CHANGE OF TAPE)-- ... not
aware of any mercury vapor lamps that are still on County highways, but there are
some in, in private parking lots.
Now, I'd like to address something that kind of piggybacked with this when it
was first introduced, when we first brought this issue to this Committee back in
2000, and that was concerns about residential trespass, light trespass. This was
discussed extensively two Legislative Sessions ago at a State level. ..with regards
to light on the beaches, and it, our original language pretty much said if you can
see the bare bulb from anywhere, then it would not be in compliance. And that
turned out not to be very realistic at all because we live on, on mountains, we live
on the sides of volcanoes. So the, the compromise that the Committee came up
with was that no light source is visible from an abutting property. Phil mentioned
this a little ago, a little bit ago.
Let, let's just take a very typical example. This is a standard bare 60-watt bulb.
Remember, it's measured in lumens, right. So that's the light being projected
completely around the whole bulb. And, and with regards to the, the ten years in
order to come into adoption so that (inaudible) reduce the cost impact, note that
they simply put a pineapple juice can over this and cut it, and so it is, it qualifies
as being fully shielded. And look here on the steps, look at the difference in the
effectiveness of the lumens that are generated and, again, it's not shining over into
the neighbor'S property.
out of time here--but fossil fuel lighting will be

or, or areas
sure
they're illuminated.
Association which is cooperating on
Of course, maintenance and replacement. There's concern about replacement of
light fixtures. So previously approved systems may be replaced with the same or
like fixtures subject to general requirements. One of the things that I failed to
mention here when I was just showing residential lighting, is this is a big one. As
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long as you use motion sensor security lighting, which is a lot more effective with
regards to deterring crime from what we understand, is that you, you can use that
lighting and not, not be concerned about having the bare bulb being visible from
your neighbors as long as you have it set on a time limit of five minutes. So
motion sensor security lighting is exempt.
So, again, with regards to concerns about the Department, we've looked at a
amort ... , amortized replacement process. Some of the people you
actually heard testimony from, but just to highlight, you have, we have support on
this from environmentalists; you've heard testimony from wildlife biologists; we
did have two elder kupunas testify during previous meetings; of course the
University; the United States Air Force, which is host to the premier number one
site in the world that the United States Department of Defense has access to for
monitoring space debris; the Haleakala National Park has been down and testified
in the past and continue to support it; Maui Chamber of Commerce; Maui
Economic Development Board; and as you've heard, the Maui Hotel Association.

ten~year

Disposal, there was concern about disposal. There is documentation that has been
provided that verifies that the disposal is exactly the same process for disposing
high pressure sodium vapor lights. With regards to liability, this was looked into
and there has never been a lawsuit regarding the use of low pressure sodium. And
with regards to metal halide being used, again it's exempt as long as there is an
activity taking place.
Will there be less light? Well, let's see here. Lumens are lumens .. .it, it. .. as I
tried to demonstrate earlier
talking about the definitions. A lighting system

never
now, under no circumstances.
was to go
requirements,
amount of light on Maui
stay
same, with a little
that there will be, it would generate less light pollution and
the bill will ensure that color rendition is placed where it is needed with regards to
security.
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As was mentioned, the first time that the University came before this body was in
August of 2000. We seriously hope that we have demonstrated a, a will to work
with the community and with the departments. We, I want to thank the
department heads for, for allowing their people to breakaway from their very
important task to meet with us and give their input and make suggestions.
We sincerely hope that we have provided you a draft bill that, that you can move
forward with to help pronect [sic], protect the night skies. And it's not just. .. I'm,
of course, speaking for the University, but I also live here and I enjoy the night
sky from my home and I really hope that we can move forward. Thank you very
much.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Mike. At this time, the Chair would like to call a
short recess .... (gavel) . ..
RECESS:
RECONVENE:

9:42 a.m.
9:45 a.m.

CHAIR PONTANILLA: .. . (gavel) . .. The Public Works Committee meeting is now
back in session. Again, I want to thank Mr. Maberry for that presentation in
regards to ...what we've seen this morning.
Members, this morning we do have various departments from the Public--not
Public Works--but from all of the departments, and we're going to take 'em one
by one. We're going to have 'em come up and, and you have a chance to Q&A,
and I want to save the
Committee for last regards to Q&A portion of
morning, Members,
IS

First of all, under Section 20.35.025 regarding Right-of-Entry, that provision
states "This Chapter gives County of Maui Public Works and Environmental
Management employees and/or their assigns, the right to enter on to private
property for the purpose of inspecting/investigating (enforcement)", and our, our
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question here is whether or not by enacting the ordinance we can really grant
ourselves the right-of-entry to enter private property. Perhaps this is more of a, a
legal issue. But generally whenever we enter on to private property, we execute a
right-of-entry agreement with the property owner first or obtain permission from
the property owner before we enter.
Under Section 20.35.030 General Requirements, under Subsection D. regarding
Residential Illumination, the section there states "Residential outdoor light
fixtures shall be shielded so that no light source is visible from abutting
properties. Existing residences shall comply with this section within ten (10)
years of the adoption of this ordinance." And "Security lighting on timed motion
sensors are permitted, subject to Section 20.35.040F." And this is just more of a
general comment, and I think Mr. Maberry mentioned it, but there was some
discussion awhile back about the ord ... , the ordinance, if passed, and its affect on
residential property owners. And I just want to mention that if the bill passes,
there will be a number of residential homeowners which will not be in compliance
with provisions of the ordinance. So we will be enforcing this provision on these
property owners. So, I, I can't give you the number, but I can tell you it, it is
a ...a significant number of property owners that will have to comply with the
terms of this ordinance.
Under Section 20.35.040 Exemptions, just a clarification question on Subsection
B., which pertains to holiday decorative lighting, and that states "Low wattage
fixtures used for holiday decorations only shall be exempt from the requirements
of this chapter." And our comment is that the definition of low wattage needs to
be stated in the ordinance and also, what holidays are
to and what's

specific number of members rather than

basically
it
be to state a
a range within the ordinance.

And our second comment regarding the committee is more of a question of
purpose, and as I understand the powers, duties, and functions ... basically it
states, "All matters presented to the Director that do not conform to the provisions
of this chapter and to which the applicant has applied for a variance shall be
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forwarded to the outdoor lighting standards committee for review, comment, and
recommendation." It, the committee's function is advisory, but I think the
ordinance in general, from our perspective, should be clear on what is permitted
and what is not permitted. If a specific use is not permitted, then to us it's clear it
should go before the Board of Variances and Appeals, which kind of begs the
question then what is the purpose of the committee to begin with.
Generally ...my door is open. Anybody who has comments regarding the
ordinance can provide those comments to me, as wen as any application before
the Board of Variances and Appeals would go through an open public hearing
process. So any individual who has comments regarding any application before
the BVA can do so in public testimony.
So from our standpoint, the purpose of the committee is unclear, and also I do
want to mention that if the ordinance is passed, we do not have staff to man this
committee. So we would then need to request additional personnel to, to do so.
That concludes my comments.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Mr. Director. Members, any questions for the
Director at this time? Mr. Mateo.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Chairman, thank you very much. Mr. Director, thank
you for, for sharing that information with us of the Department's concerns. Could
you go back to Section regarding .. .I think the last three is .030 General
Requirements, D., and your reference to the impact on the, the residential property
owners in your reference to it could be a significant number of our, our
community residents that, that could be impacted. In terms of them being able to
at a
amount
to
1VV'ftUlll<',

comment is
more of an...more an
comment
looking around terms of when
you drive around neighborhoods and you can see porch lights on and other flood
lights on, those would have to be enforced should the ordinance pass.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Okay. So who would enforce? Is it your Department
that would enforce?
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MR. ARAKA WA: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: And can you give me an idea of, of the fee penalty that,
that would provide that range of enforce, being able to enforce the policy in itself?
MR. ARAKAWA: The penalty that's noted in the ordinance is under 20.35.070. We
have a separate Chapter on Administrative Enforcement and right offhand, I can, I
can tell you the fine that will be involved, but it's all set out in, in administrative
rule.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Okay.
(long pause)
MR. ARAKAWA: Councilmember Mateo, the general administrative fine is not to
exceed $1,000. It's, it also could be a civil fine not to exceed $1,000 per day for
each day which the violation exists.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: And to implement this ordinance in, in terms of
enforceability, the number of new bodies you're going to need is, is how many?
MR. ARAKAWA: We discussed part of that during the past budget session. I believe
the Council approved one electrical inspector position, and we actually, if this
ordinance is passed, I believe we needed a second one as well.
Okay, and two individuals would be able to scan Maui
these, VV'.uUI->''',
U,,, .....'-UUQa

So two .. .I
our, our resources
our
may
to
redeployed
to
start
enforcement of the, the ordinance once it passes, but hopefully once, you
hopefully
know, all of the initial enforcement issues are dealt with, then two
would be sufficient. And, of course, these people, of course, would have to be
working at night obviously-COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Yeah.
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MR. ARAKAWA: --as opposed to daytime, which raise some other personal issues that
we have to deal with.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Director. Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Mr. Mateo. Member Molina.
VICE-CHAIR MOLINA: Thank you, Chairman. Good morning, Mr. Arakawa. Have
you had a chance to discuss, I guess, the enforcement of this, the ordinance on the
Big Island...you know, you mentioned, you know, staffing concerns and the
enforcement issue. Have you had a chance to network with say the Public Works
Director there and how they're enforcing the ordinance?
MR. ARAKAWA: Councilmember Molina, actually, no I haven't.
VICE-CHAIR MOLINA: Uh-huh. Because apparently it must, it's been... they've had
the ordinance there for 20 plus years and, you know, I think it might be a good
idea if we check to see how they're handling that aspect of, of the ordinance that
they have. And you mentioned the number of personnel that you're looking
at--two electrical inspectors, the clerk just to, you know, deal with all the
paperwork. Can you provide us, I guess, with a cost analyst too as far as, you
know, down the road if you could give that to us that would be helpful. ArId the
holiday I guess lights, that issue, of course, generally we .. .it's Christmas and
more and more you see people leaving their lights on longer, and I guess you
mentioned the wattage. Can you give us a little bit more clarity on that part?

UV.U"'"'"'J

(1leCa,rallons, we

now

not ..."'. .u

• ...,'....

VICE-CHAIR MOLINA: Okay. I
you're
at
ordinance to be ...well, I
know you may have difficulty with enforcement, but I guess more complaint
driven. I believe if I'm correct, when talking to a Big Island official, it was, a lot
of it was complaint driven. People complain, then they'll go out and take a look.
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MR. ARAKA WA: Probably at this point with two inspectors, it'll have to be complaint
driven initially. If the desire is to actually actively look for possible violations,
then most likely we'd probably need more, more staff to do that.
VICE-CHAIR MOLINA: Uh-huh. Yeah, I think we had, we had this discussion in prior
meetings about who was going to be the light police, so to speak. Yeah. So
anyway, thank you, Chairman.
CHAIRPONTANILLA: Thank you, Mr. Molina. Mr. Hokama.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: My question for the Director at this time would
be ...the way the County responds to complaints on building violations, I think
the Code requires us to give two warnings before we can actually issue stop work
notices or, or issue fines and penalties. Would this, since this under, is under your
Department's purview, would this operate under the similar type of bull--if I can
use that word--ofhow to treat violations?
MR. ARAKA WA: I believe those violations are covered in statute and rule, and it would
also apply here as well.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: So we'd give two notices of, of violation before we
can issue penalties?
MR. ARAKA WA: Before we actually issue the notice, yes, and start the fining process.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:
we

And what

MS. YOUNG: There's no. .
Arakawa is
no
deadline or
there's no specific time provided by statute. The statute requires that order to
impose civil fines, we would have to give warnings, and that's been interpreted by
our Office to be two or more, at least two. It doesn't provide any specific time as
far as the length of time between warnings, but we would, we would think that,
that the warnings would have to give reasonable time for compliance.
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COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:
reasonable time?

SO, in your Department's understanding, what is

MS. YOUNG: We would defer to the Public Works Department on that because it
depends on the circumstances, it depends on the type of issue that your, that is
involved. So it varies probably from, from type of violation to type of violation.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: You know, I don't want this to be like Lanai, you
know, the illegal work in my example of how we're doing the same like building
permits. They complete the work and then come in for an after-the-fact permit,
which doesn't make sense to me. You know, I think we need to ...well, oh,
Chairman, you know, this is frustrating for me again. You know we always leave
backdoor escapes to not follow the intent of our policies. Can this be done by
administrative rules going through the Hawaii APA procedure of specific time
between viol..., notices of warnings and actual imposition of fines and penalties?
MS. YOUNG: I, I think you could provide for that. I just would caution that it also
depends on the Department's resources that are available as far as when they can
go and issue the, the warning as far as resource management and, and availability
of personnel to do that in the timeframe that is allotted.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Can we earmark any fines that we receive under this
new Chapter to be earmarked for use in this area?
I think that it would, we would
..... ",,",.\1""'(1

it to

a

correct

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: If you want me to, you know, relinquish the floor for
other Members, but I have additional questions at the appropriate time, Chairman.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, fine. Members, any more questions or do you have
questions for the Public Works Director before we continue with Mr. Hokama?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Thank you, Chairman. I take your comments very
well, Mr. Director, and, and I thank you for your specific comments. Regarding
the right-of-entry concern that you shared earlier, can Corporation Counsel give
us their perspective, please, regarding your concern of entry upon private
property?
MS. YOUNG: Yes, thank you, Mr. Chair. We would echo the concerns of the
Department. This would...basically, private landowners have fee simple interest
in their property, have the right to exclude others. That's a, that's the
fundamental right of property ownership. And so, we could not unilaterally give
ourselves unfettered access on to their property. So typically Director Arakawa's
correct, that we would either do our enforcement based on public rights-of-way.
In other words, we could always look at the property from the street and ascertain
whether or not there's a violation. At times it is my understanding that inspectors
are allowed access onto neighboring property, particularly where the neighbors,
the one that complained, then they'll oftentimes allow the inspector to, to view the
property being complained of access to, to view that property. That is another
option, but we can't unilaterally grant ourselves the right-of-entry on to a private
property.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: So you would delete this portion from the proposal,
or what are you recommending to this Committee as our legal counsel regarding
right, the Right-of-Entry Subsection, .025?

Okay.
comment...
Mr. Arakawa,
your comment regarding under Exemptions,
lighting ...to be maybe more specific, you're referring to such as those
Christmasly rope lighting that you see going around coconut trees or other type of
vegetation year round? Is that what your comment is referring to?
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MR. ARAKA WA: That would certainly be a question as far as how .. .if this ordinance
is passed, how our Department would administer that. So we just generally Warlt
more specificity in this particular provision so that it's clear to everyone what
needs to be enforced.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay. Kihei, those wonderful purple lights that
everybody knows where we're talking about, you would consider that decorative
lighting that you should feel should also be part of this ordinarlce?
MR. ARAKAWA: Councilmember Hokama, I think...well, this particular thing deals
with holiday decorative lighting. But as far as the ordinarlce, Outdoor Lighting
ordinarJce in general, I think we need to also take a look with how it dovetails
with the County Sign Ordinarlce as well because I believe a lot of those, the neon
signs that you're talking about are advertising for businesses arid establishments.
So it. .. --(CHANGE OF TAPE)-- ... coordinated.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay, thank you for that.
Under .080, that
Subsection, arid your concern about what the ... Committee, Committee's purpose
arid what they would do. If we move forward with this subsection, Mr. Director,
do you feel that appropriate that we have time limits on how quickly they must
respond to a consideration?
MR. ARAKAW A: As far as the (inaudible) the-COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: As far as the Board ofVariarice requirements are or
whether or not even for potential projects ... for new subdivisions arid other
Subdivision
feel a
IS ap][)fO,pnate

come
a, a
commISSIon Of
Council, arly
special interest group, or other
testify arid provide comment to the body regarding outdoor lighting, arid that's
fact what marlY orgarlizations, like a community association or other interest
groups do, arid I think those procedures are already set up. Therefore, I'm
wondering whether or not arI additional County committee would be necessary in
order to deal with outdoor lighting when in fact, you know, existing avenues
already exist for input.
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COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: We do have an existing Street Lighting Committee,
don't we, by, by ordinance?
MR. ARAKAWA: Yes. The Street Lighting Committee provides advice to the
Department regarding primarily location of street lights and, and the like, and
it...they may also provide comments regarding these types of situations as well
covered by the Outdoor Lighting ordinance.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay. And I just want to be clear. The enforcement
penalties provision, Corporation Counsel, it's both Chapter 19 and 20 or is it just
Chapter 20 as Director Arakawa has stated earlier? I, I'm just referring to your...
.070 Subsection where you specifically refer to Chapter 19.
MS. YOUNG: Yes, we're basically incorporating 19.530.030 by reference in this
particular section of the Code.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: And Director Arakawa's comment about using
Chapter 20 as part of the rules enforcement, is that in addition to or. .. can you tell
us what is the appropriate penalty provision of the Code?
MS. YOUNG: Yes. It, it would be clearer if that provision set forth which department
would make rules. Because Public Works is, would be enforcing this Chapter, it
would make sense for that provision to allow the Public Works Department to
promulgate rules for this--

you.
I
I
can ask Corp. Counsel to clarify a comment she made a few minutes ago
regarding the notice of violation, the number of notices of violation prior to the
penalty . You referenced that there could be one, two, three ... or more before a
penalty would be imposed. Is, is it not specific or is it open-ended? Could the
notices be 8 or 12, or how many notices before the fine situation would, would be,
be kicked in?
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MS. YOUNG: Well, our comment, there, there's no maximum provided in the Hawaii
Revised Statutes. It's really a minimum of two. Because of the way the statute is
worded, I believe it's something to the effect of that we can impose civil fines
with, with.. .if a, a notice of violation is, is giving with warning, something to
that effect. But because the word "warnings" is plural, our Office has opined that
verbally--it's, it's not a written opinion--but we've opined that, that means that
there has to be at least two. There can always be more, if appropriate, but at least
two.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: So that would be a subjective call that would be subject
to challenge at any given time because the law is not clear in referencing the
number of warnings an individual needs to comply?
MS. YOUNG: No. We would be, we would be complying with Hawaii Revised
Statutes. It's in Chapter 46. I can't recall the section number offhand. But it's
my understanding that typically the Department of Public Works has issued two
warnings and then the notice of violation. That's the usual procedure.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Thank you. Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Member Mateo. It, it...this is for the Public
Works Director. In regards to the two warnings--and I believe that's your
Department standard prior to the stop work--the two warnings, is it verbal or
written?
excuse me,

MR. ARAKAWA: Any, any type of residential lighting that would be trespassing on to
an abutting property. So any, any residential subdivision...you know, you're,
you're correct in which you're talking about porch lights and any kind of outdoor
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lighting, patio lighting, those types that we would have to enforce in accordance
with the provisions of the ordinance should it pass.
VICE-CHAIR MOLINA: Uh-huh. Would you recommend--I don't know if it's in this
particular version of the bill--but with the rate of growth Maui County is
experiencing, that some type of provision be put in there for all new, upcoming
subdivisions that, you know, there be some type of regulation with regards to the
type of, I guess, flood lights or security lights be implemented in, into this bill?
MR. ARAKA WA: Actually, should this ordinance pass, then all new construction would
have to comply with this. We would...primarily, I'm primarily talking about the
existing residences. So, yeah, if it passes, then it. ..that shouldn't be a problem
in, in that new development would have to comply with this ordinance.
VICE-CHAIR MOLINA: Okay, thank you. Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Mr. Molina. Members, any more questions for
Public Works? Thank you very much. At this time, I'd like to call on the
Department of Housing and Human Services Director Alice Lee to provide some
comments.
MS. LEE: Thank you. Good morning, Chair and Members. The Department prefers to
defer to the Department of Public Works. We believe the Director has the
expertise to discuss the need, the feasibility, and the ability and resources required
to implement the draft ordinance, Mr. Chair. We do have a sugg ... , I, I do have
one comment, two comments. The first comment is thank you

Mr. Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Ms. Lee. Members, any questions for the Director?
If not, thank you very much for being here this morning.
MS. LEE: You're welcome.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. This morning we also have representing the Department
of Parks and Recreation, Mariana [sic] Feenstra.... Good morning.
MS. FEENSTRA: Thank you, Chair. Good morning. Good morning, Members. The
Department of Parks and Recreation feels that the, the work that has been done on
this bill has satisfied our request, which are the Recreation Programs, the Senior
Programs, the, the walking and our Athletic Recreation Programs, being our fields
and the swimming pool lighting. So we're very happy to see the work that's been
done and the compromise that's been made in this proposed ordinance.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any questions for the Parks Direc ... ,
Parks Department? Mr. Mateo.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Chairman, thank you. Good, good morning. Perhaps if
you could comment on some of the issues that could arise because of...you
know, like evening time park usage, and case in point or, or for example, the
issues that was ongoing in, in Kihei's park, Kalama Park with negative activities
happening in the park and with the limitation of lighting in that area. Does that
provide any kind of concern for the Department?
MS. FEENSTRA: We definitely feel that security lighting is needed in our parks.
However, I feel that the, the proposed lighting ordinance would take that into
concern-COUNCILMEMBER

Okay.

being sufficient to
that would occur
MS. FEENSTRA: Yes.
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COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Okay. And, and thank you. I'll leave it at that. Thank
you, Chairman.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Mr. Mateo. Member Molina.
VICE-CHAIR MOLINA: Yeah. Thank you, Chairman. Question...well, it's sort of
parks related, but it's more of a legal issue as far as jurisdiction goes. If I could
ask Corporation Counsel a question. I live near the King Kekaulike High School
and as many of you know when you drive up there at night when they're having
their athletic events, that lights from that stadium sometimes blinds people. Being
that the field belongs to the State, would this bill be applicable to that ball field?
Would they have to comply with any type of regulations or .. .I guess, well,
maybe the bill would exempt that because it's an athletic event?
MS. YOUNG: Yes, I think our Office has opined previously that, that this would not
apply to the State or Federal jurisdictions.
VICE-CHAIR MOLINA: Okay. That, that's interesting because, you know, light
trespass, it doesn't matter whether it's State, Federal, or County. I don't know. I
wish there was something in this bill that could, you know ...because it, it is
blinding that light, and a little excessive, but that's just my opinion. So thank
you, Chairman.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Member Molina. Any more questions for Parks
Department?
thank you very much for being here.

want to
possible.
very
to see even
house, much
the,
address, and
that's very important to us
we're dealing with medical cases. Obviously your house is on fire,
going
to see it from far away. But this is where we need to address the, the issue of
finding a home immediately. That's, that's basically our concern.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chief. Members, any questions for the Deputy
Chief at this time? If not, thank you very much for your comments. Members,
it's time for a short break. It's 10:25 now. We'll recess until 10:35. This
meeting is in recess .... (gavel) . ..
RECESS:
RECONVENE:

10:25 a.m.
10:39 a.m.

CHAIR PONTANILLA: .. . (gavel) . .. The Public Works Committee meeting is now
back in session. Members, before I call up ...not call up, but in, in our audience
we do have members from Maui Electric Company here with us this morning. If
you have any questions in regards to ...questions that you may want to ask Maui
Electric, they're here to answer your questions. Any of you?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Mr. Chairman, when do you intend to provide them
with an opportunity for us to forward our questions, please?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: I'm going to bring up the Public Works Department this
morning. Soon after the Public Works is completed, because I understand that
Maui Electric needs to be out of here before noon. So at this time, I'd like to call
Mr. Alueta from the Planning Department, if you do have any questions for
Mr. Alueta.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Can we hear his comments if he has any, please,
Mr. Chairman?
CHAIR

Alueta.

aware
..","t'''''''''rl£'''' to some
we
structures with regards to the SMA.
review a lot of the exterior lightings
do take into consideration some of the, the draft ordinances that has been floating
around and have been incorporating
as either a condition of the SMA. So
we're, we look forward to the passage ofthis ordinance. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any questions? Member Hokama.
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COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Mr. Aluet..., Alueta, excuse me, thank you for that
comments. Currently, what has the planning commissions adopted as conditions,
fully shielded lights, partially shielded or low sodium, low pressure sodium? Can
you share with us the type of conditions that the commissions have imposed on
applications, please?
MR. ALUETA: I don't have the exact language, but I do know that we, the commission,
some of the commission members are fully aware with... of going on, that's
going on in this Committee with regards to this bill, and they're already putting in
conditions that make reference to this ordinance, which is interesting. So ... and
so they're, they're ...the commission is anticipating that this will pass out in some
form and is requiring that these projects fully comply with this ordinance. So
even if they're granting approval now or before this ordinance is passed, they're
requiring it when this, if this bill comes out, they're going to require these existing
projects to comply with that. So they're looking, as I say, they're looking forward
to it. Primarily in the projects that I've handled in the SMA that go forward
to ...normally during the urban design review stage of that project, we require
some type of a fully shielded lights within the parking lot. We have never gotten
into the, I guess, low pressure sodium. It has come up in conditions for low
pressure sodium within the Hana District. We did have a few active members in
the Hana community that specified low pressure sodium for like say the
Hasegawa project and a few other specific projects.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:
Chairman.

Thank you for your comments.

us

Thank you,

some cmnm:em:s,

you may, if you can.
MR. SHINYAMA: Neal Shinyama, Manager, Engineering Department, Maui Electric.
We looked over the ordinance and as you know, we ...as far as lights and
right-of-ways we follow the County as far as what they provide to us where the
lights should be, what type of lights. So we're fine with, with whatever the
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County decides to go, understanding that if you're going to be doing a retrofit of
all the lights, there is a substantial cost, which I think we submitted prior to .. .in
previous testimony; however, understanding that that cost may have been done
sometime ago. So we would, obviously, if this thing goes through, reevaluate that
and, and I think that's why they gave a ten-year cycle because in order to take
time to, to do it and not do it all at once. Yeah. 'Cause I think we, some years
ago we did a retrofit for mercury vapor, we took it out, the mercury vapor. So it'd
be probably somewhere, something similar to that which we would work with the
County to identify which areas they wanted to do first and then go from there.
CHAIR PONTANILLA:
Mr. Hokama.

Thank you.

Members, any questions for Mr. Shinyama?

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Shinyama. Currently, when you
replace a street light that. .. whose fixture has, has been broken, do you replace it
with a fully shielded fixture currently?
MR. SHINYAMA: Normally, I think if it's damaged, we would go with what we call a
cutoff(?) fixture, which is essentially fully shielded. It's like a flat, the bottom is
not a rounded bowl, it's flat, so it's almost similar to a fully shielded, and then all
new ones would be the fully shielded models. In addition, we've had several
requests through the Planning Department, I mean Public Works Department if
there's a request to change certain fixtures that have the, the standard fishbowl but
fully shields ...we'll, we'll apply the fully shield, but that would be obviously at a
cost to the County.

COUNCILMEMBER

Because the concern is

light--

MR. SHINYAMA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: --you know, the glaring light and I'm just asking to
find out.
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MR. SHINYAMA: As far as the, the street lights, the State and County street lights are
all, I believe, high pressure sodium lamps, which is being more that pinkish type
color lamps that you see. I don't believe we have any low pressure and in terms
of the right-of-way is concerned. So what, what you might see is, you know,
there might be some other private facilities that may have some of those low
pressure sodiums, I'm not sure, but as far as ...I'm talking about the, the ones in
the County right-of-way.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Since we've been informed as well as with the
presentation earlier this morning about lumens, can you tell us currently what is
the length, the strength of the lumens or brightness of our existing street lighting
requirements?
MR. SHINYAMA: I think we have standards .. .it's either 120 or 150 and 200. Dan, is
that correct? And we, we have couple standards, but like I said it's, it's ...we
install it based on what the County wants us to install, and I think we have ...on
the high pressure there's a couple standards that we, we carry. I think it's 120 or
150 and 200 or something, something in that nature. But, again, it's all based on
the County requirement in terms of what, you know, when they go through the
process in terms of subdivision, whatever it is, and it specifically states, you
know, what's to be installed at what location and what type of... because, you
know, in essence when we build a County... for those when it gets converted to
the County, for the County street lights, yeah, so it all comes from the County as
to what ones installed, what, what. .. what wattage and what location.
is

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay, thank you. Currently, do we have,
we, does
our County .. .I'm assuming Public Works Department, do we currently have
different requirements for the intersections versus let's say one lane ...residential
road in a subdivision?
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MR. SHINYAMA: I'm not sure right offhand if it's specific. Again, we, we follow what
the County wants us to do in terms of where they want the lights to be installed.
You know, we, we don't dictate where the lights to be installed at Maui Electric.
We follow the County requirements in terms ofthe right-of-ways.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay. I, I believe Chairman had indicated to us a test
or pilot project that will be implemented in the near future. Can you give us an
update, please?
MR. SHINYAMA: Yeah. The lights are on...actually has been shipped. We should be
getting that in a few weeks. As soon as we get that, we'll issue a job down to
construction. We, we figured about three weeks or so to ... from the time of ship,
I think: it was shipped about the 10th of July. So we should be getting that towards
the end of the month and as soon as we get that, we'll get it up. So, I think: we've
been using a timeframe of about the second week of August, but obviously if we
get it, we'll be, you know, we get it earlier, we'll get it up as soon as we can. I
think: there's ...was that four locations I think: it was, ifI'm not mistaken? Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Can you share the locations with us this morning or
can the Chairman share that information?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah. Mr. Arakawa.
MR. SHINYAMA: This is based on what we got from the Public Works Department. In
Lahaina - Kapunakea Street in the vicinity of Front Street; Kahului - Papa
Avenue, from Waikala Street to Pohai Street; Kihei - South Kihei Road, between
Waiohuli

as
as
counts
current cost.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Is there any other cost that the Members need to be
aware of to do this retrofitting that you're aware of?
MR. SHINYAMA: No. I, I'm not aware of any additional ones on top of that. This
would be again to replace, you know, the standards and the change. But, again,
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keep in mind we can give you a cost; however, it depends on... you know, if it's
going to be done over a ten-year period, then, you know, we're talking about
current costs and depending on how you're going to do, like how many
percentage now versus how much over the time, if you're going to split it equally
or whatever it is, you know, the, the prices obviously will probably fluctuate and,
and rise later on in, in the past years or the previous years ...future years; and like
say ten years from now I'm not really sure what the cost would be. So we can
give you an estimated cost based on the amount of fixtures today and what we
think the cost might be, but just keep in mind that if a majority is done ten years
from now, then, you know, it's, it's going to be different. Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Understood.
MR. SHINYAMA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: I'm not sure about procurement laws. Maybe
Corporation Counsel may want to share a comment. But for the retrofitting let's
say we adopt this ordinance. Is Maui Electric the only entity that can do the
replacement and retrofitting of our street lights?
MR. SHINYAMA: Well, I guess we have a contract with the County in terms of the
right-of-way to, for the street lights, and the way it's written, you know, we
will. .. once it gets in we own and operate, yeah, and maintain... and based on a
fee that the County pays to us for each street light. As far as retrofitting, I, I
would have to look at, you know, the legal aspects. Like you said, what are the
outside--you, you're talking about maybe an outside contractor doing

save

MR. SHINYAMA: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: ... available to us, then I believe we need to be aware
of that fact also.
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MR. SHINYAMA: Okay. Well, again, I, I think there's a legal agreement in terms of
how we install the lights now and maintain. Now whether the retrofit would be
different, I can't answer that right now. We can check on that and, and look at the
way it's stated. But, yeah, we can definitely take a look at that and, and provide
you some information with that.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:
Mr. Chairman.

Thank you, Mr.

Shinyama.

Thank you,

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Mr. Hokama. Mr. Molina.
VICE-CHAIR MOLINA:
Yeah.
Thank you, Chairman.
One question for
Mr. Shinyama. You know, we've been made aware of the expense related to
retrofitting and the cost of the bulb, the LPS versus the HPS. In terms of energy
efficiency, how does the LPS bulb compare to the high pressure sodium? Is there,
is there a benefit in terms of energy savings?
MR. SHINYAMA: I'm not really sure right offhand as far as the efficiency part is
concerned. I do know the fixtures itself cost more than the high pressure
fixtures ... per, per fixture, but I cannot ex ... , I cannot answer the efficiency part
right offhand.
VICE-CHAIR MOLINA: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Shinyama. Maybe, Mr. Chairman, I
guess if I could make an inquiry through your Staff if we could, or maybe even
through Mr. Maberry later on if we can get that kind of. .. --(CHANGE OF
...more
versus

I,
'Cause I
on
Island, if
not mistaken,
County that handles the street
lighting and not
like our, like for--we're, we're kind of unique 'cause
the way our contract is .. .like we, we maintain the lights and everything. At, at
the Big Island and I believe on Oahu it's a little bit different. It's actually handled
by either the State or the County level, as opposed to Maui Electric out here on
MauL Yeah.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any more questions for Mr. Shinyama?
Nope. Okay. Thank you very much, Neal.
Okay. At this time, I'd like to call on the Police Department, and this morning we
do have with us Sergeant Migita, Lieutenant Kaupalolo IV, as well as Captain
Matsuoka.
MR. MATSUOKA: Good morning, Chairman Pontanilla and-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Good morning.
MR. MATSUOKA: --Council members. I'm Milton Matsuoka, I'm a Captain with the
Maui County Police Department... and what I'd like to do is, first of all, make
one clarification maybe from Mr. Maberry's statement that there were some
suggestions that were made by ...retired Captain Fontaine on the ...well,
suggestions to the ordinance anyway or compromises that could be made. I just
want to clarify that those suggestions were never relayed through our channels or,
or approved from our Department.
I'd just like to make a, a little statement actually. We've been told by the
proponents of this pressure sodium, low pressure sodium lights, that any lights
installed will meet the standards set for intersections and street lights. I can only
say that from these standards if they are the same as what's used on the Big
Island, then we would be definitely against it as it appears to be of a lower
wattage and, again, it doesn't appear to have the same amount of light that's
produced by high pressure sodium. And I think anyone who has visited Hilo can
attest to
I
even a, a

I
were
were
Committee
mixed usage
parking lots, so have a mixture
high
pressure and low pressure, and also to have high pressure, shielded high pressure
lights within intersections. My thought on that is it would be fine if crime and
motor vehicles accidents only happened in those areas, but again they don't. You
know, our calls for service come from everywhere, not just intersections or, or
parking lots. And if you listen to the police radio, you know, on a nightly basis
you'll hear calls that come out that the only description that is given by witnesses
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is basically a male wearing a certain color shirt, certain color pants, or a certain
color vehicle, a four-door sedan pickup truck, whatever and that's all you get, and
for our officers responding ...that's all they have. But I can also assure you,
though, that there have been many, many cases where officers have made stops
just on those brief descriptions and ended up making arrest. And... so you keep
this in mind that when we did our onsite inspection last week, that there was
definite, a definite color distortion or what they're saying color rendition with
these different colors. One in particular I know was that red shirt that someone
was wearing, it looked tan, brown. So, again, there are times where the only light
available to a witness will be a street light.
I also, I. . .looking a little further, you know, if an officer, again we get a
description of a person or a vehicle, officers responding, they'll have their
headlights which are white light and what they'll see is not what the witness may
necessarily have seen under the low pressure sodium. So, again, an officer
responding, is he going to--if the description came out with a brown shirt and
black pants and he's responding and he sees a person with a red shirt and blue
pants, does he have enough sus ... , reasonable suspicion or probable cause to stop
that person to question him? And also, now that'll refer now to your court
testimony ...you know, that'll affect our ability to conduct an investigation.
Now, my, my take on these proposals is basically that .. .it seems as if this Ad
Hoc Committee wants us to compromise to their standards by giving us
concessions like the mixed light in the parking lots, but also the ...keep the high
pressure sodium in the intersections. Well, just from looking at the presentation
that Mr. Maberry gave, I mean he gave the intersection in Kihei between the
I mean

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Captain Matsuoka. Members, any questions for
Police Department? Member Mateo.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:
morning.

Chairman, thank you very much.
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MR. MATSUOKA: Good morning.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: We, we have a communication from the Big Island
Police Department as the ref... , as the reference LPS. One of the statements that
was made by the Deputy Police Chief--and I'm going to read this, this paragraph
to you--it says, As you know, Hawaii County has had an LPS ordinance in effect
for almost 20 years, and LPS lighting has been in place even longer than that.
During that period of time, it would have been expected that the level of criminal
activity and traffic accidents would increase, and it has. But our Department did
not mandate any statistical evaluation or reporting. Because you're aware that the
Big Island has been using LPS for a number of years, have you had the
opportunity of checking with them to try to get their input on whatever data that
they recently had collected regarding the, the use?
MR. MATSUOKA: Well, I've speaken [sic], I've spoken to Deputy Kubojiri about this
and really, like he said in the letter, they don't, they didn't keep any statistics as
far as any, I guess, difference from 20 years ago till now.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: So-MR. MATSUOKA: So-COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: --so when you spoke to the individual on, on the Big
Island in reference to criminal activity and traffic activities, did, did he verbally
mention to you that it was just potential growth incidences that occurred on the
or
to

VICE-CHAIR MOLINA: Yeah. Thank
Matsuoka.

Mr. Chairman. Good

MR. MATSUOKA: Good morning.
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VICE-CHAIR MOLINA: So at this point, though, is the Police ...well, you know when
the bill first came out, there was strong opposition from the Police Department.
Then as we progressed with several meetings, the subcommittees and the ad hoc
committees, it seemed that, well, the Police Department seemed to take a more
open, openness I guess towards the bill. But now with this latest version of the
ordinance, what is the stance of the Police Department? Is it totally against or is
it, is there room for some more compromise? Can, can you offer that?
MR. MATSUOKA: Well, I, I think what it is is ...from my standpoint, that the
opposition is just the switch from the high pressure sodium to the low pressure
sodium ...
VICE-CHAIR MOLINA: Uh-huh.
MR. MATSUOKA: ...and that's, that's the real issue for us. I think our stance is still
the same, we're against it totally, and but, again, I think we are trying to keep an
open mind. I don't know whether there's other options available, but the one
option that we feel is not...well, the one thing that we don't feel is an option is
the switch from high pressure to low pressure. But there are other, I think there
are other options available to us to keep high pressure sodium, but also cut down
on the ambient light that they are so concerned about.
VICE-CHAIR MOLINA: So, so in terms of shielding, that is something you would
support with high pressure sodium, fully shield?
MR. MATSUOKA: I believe we, we're willing to compromise on that, and I, I think like
I said
Maberry gave, you can see
a
IS

as

as

--a mixed \Au....., ...
MR. MATSUOKA: Again, with the mixed lighting, again you stilL . .I, I think there'll
still be that issue of color distortion and also the, I think our other concern,
though, too is when they talk about lumens, I think, you know, the amount--ifyou
look at what's in Hilo right now .. .1... and, again, I don't have anything scientific
to base this on, but just looking at the lights, I mean, to me there is no way that
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that wattage is the same amount of wattage that is being used here in Maui
County 'cause the definite amount of light that is being put down on the ground is
not the same amount of light that we have here.
VICE-CHAIR MOLINA: Okay. Thank you. Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Hokama, any questions?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: No questions.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. In, in regards to, Captain Matsuoka, the
Department...and you, you represent the Department-MR. MATSUOKA: Yes.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: --in regards to ...the lighting that's there today, fully shielded,
high pressure sodium. . .. Would that be the same feelings for parking lots,
stadium parking lots in regards to high pressure sodium, fully shielded?
MR. MATSUOKA: Well, again, from my experience and I think you can... even from
just talking to my patrol officers, I mean I think the amount of light that is
available is also .. .I guess you can compare it to the amount of crime that can
occur in an area. The, the less light you have, the more chance there is
of. .. people congregating, whatever, and that's when we get our situations of, of
fights, drinking, you know, and overall crime, I guess.

a

Members, any more ,. .I'....."u'uu.:>
Captain? If not, thank you
much
being here this morning. Okay,
Members, the .. .I know she's been here all morning and the last Department I'd
like to cover with is the Corporation Counsel. Cindy Young, if you have any
comments to, to add.
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MS. YOUNG: Thank you, Mr. Chainnan. We've already had some opportunity to
comment, comment on some specific areas.
With respect to ... so, so going on and not, not reiterating the other issues
regarding, for example, Right-of-Entry, going, going on to Section 20.35.030
General Requirements, Subsection D. It requires that residential outdoor lighting
fixtures shall be shielded so that no light source is visible from abutting
properties. And it's not clear...well, a couple of comments. One is it should be
made clear what light source is. It would, there was some suggestion made by the
Committee, but that should be made clearer, and the other thing we would want to
mention is that this may not fully address the issue of light pollution and trespass
in the sense that it's the source of the light versus whether or not the light
necessarily tres ... , trespasses on to another person's property. Then, and also
there is no purpose section which typically helps a department. ..you know, if
there is any ambiguity or vagueness, it, it does sometimes help to have that
purpose section in there.
Going on to Section 20.35.050 Submission of plans. It's not clear how this would
be enforced because there is no criteria for, for approval of a plan. It does set
forth certain infonnational requirements, but it doesn't, it does not state what is
the criteria for approval. It does say that...that the plans and des ... , and
descriptions required by subsection A. shall be sufficiently complete to enable the
Director to readily detennine compliance with this chapter. And in subsection A.
it does provide that all outdoor lighting fixtures shall be installed in confonnance
with this chapter and Chapter 16.18A of the Maui County Code, as applicable.
But it's not clear when the Director would approve it and when the Director
Some
are timing

Subsection
that same section provides that any design, material, or method
of installation that is rejected by the Director should be handled by the Board of
Variances and Appeals. But usually that's not how Board of Variances and
Appeals works. In other words, it's only if the, if the applicant is denied let's say
a pennit or approval and, and they're aggrieved by that. In, in other words they
feel that, you know, that, that they meet the criteria for the appeal or the variance,
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that they would then apply for that variance or appeal. It's not that just because
there's a rejection, that automatically they go to the Board of Variances and
Appeals. We would also note that if, that for any variances each, each approval
or, or permit has its own variance criteria. For example, zoning has its own
variance criteria, subdivision has its own variance... criteria. So if there were a
variance being provided for in this Chapter, that the, the ...there ...that the criteria
for that variance for outdoor lighting should also be set forth in this ordinance or
this bill.
We mirror the comments going on, 20.35.080 which establishes the Maui County
Outdoor Lighting Standards Committee. We would echo the comments that there
needs to be a set number of numbers because otherwise it creates issues on what
constitutes quorum, what constitutes a majority for purposes of voting. So, so we
would, we would advise that there needs to be a set number of, of members
provided for in this section.
Going on on the second sentence it reads, Preference in selection of members
shall be given to residents of the County and one individual from each of the
following professions, and it lists certain professions. And we would just note
that it should be made clear if...which preference trumps which, in other words,
if you have no, if you have no residents that have that...from these following
professions. Let's say that the County, that no one within the County of Maui is
an astronomer or space surveillance specialist who applies to be a member of this
committee, would you then allow it to be an out, an, a person who is not a Maui
County resident or would you say that it, the person doesn't have to be an
astronomer or space surveillance specialist? So which trumps which provision

is a
so ..
and as opposed to someone
more
say discretionary authority.
not sure what kind of expertise would ...you know, what would the, what
the purpose be in that. That's not clear.
We're not sure in Subsection D. what it means when they say when rules or
regulations do not cover a particular circumstance, the committee shall
recommend appropriate action. That's, that's ...we have some questions on that.
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And then, and then the same comment with respect to Subsection E., All
variances or appeals requested of the committee relating to Chapter 20.35 of the
Maui County Code shall be forwarded to the Board of Variances and Appeals for
review. And it's just the same comment that. .. well, one, that the person who is,
who has submitted the applicant that's been denied would be the applicant for
the ...to the Board of Appeals for either a variance or appeal. It wouldn't be
necessarily forwarded by the Department, and it would be their choice to do that
or, or usually in these types of situations they could choose to just comply with
what the Department is requiring. So it's a choice of the applicant on, on what
course of action they wish to pursue.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: That's it? Thank you very much. Members, any questions for
Corporation Counsel? No questions? At this time, I'd like to call on the Ad Hoc
Committee representatives or maybe one.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Where would you like us, Mr. Chairman?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Oh, you, you want to be there?
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: I don't care, wherever you prefer.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Maybe up front would be much easier.. , .Thank you,
gentlemen, for, you know, being here this morning. As we had reviewed with the
various departments in regards to some of the issues that they have, are you
prepared to answer some of these questions that were being posed to them at this
I
were a
regards to

were
Right-of-Entry,
recommended by a previous Corp. Counsel. So we really don't have a, an
opinion on this particular section, but whatever powers that the, that the Public
Works Department feels they need in order to do whatever enforcement is
necessary would be, would be fme with the, the Ad Hoc Committee, I'm sure, sir.
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Under General Requirements, there seems to be some concern about the term
"Light Source" up in the very beginning under Definitions, which immediately
follows the definition of the "Director". It specifies that the light source means
the, the .. .in other words a bare bulb, the initial source of light. So the bare bulb
meaning not, not covered in any way. Let me get back down here again. This,
actually, the language on this changed quite a bit, and I'm sure Councilman
Molina will remember this. We had originally discussed trying to do things like
other communities have with regards to measuring the amount of light trespass on
an adjacent property in lumens using a light meter, and there was concern
expressed by the Director of Public Works at that time about the problems of
training people to use the equipment to make the measurements and, and all the
problems associated with that. And so the language here actually came from
recent discussions over on Oahu with regards to DLNR and light trespass on the
beach. Yes, as Council did express, it is an issue of topography very much so. If
you're concerned about light trespass on the beach and you're immediately next
to a steep mountain, then every single house and every single building is going to
be trespassing. So the, the ...there was a lot of discussion and what they
ultimately came up with was language similar to this with regards to the bare bulb
being visible. And it does, of course, specify here that, that security lighting on
timed motion sensors are permitted. So a bare bulb in essence could be, you
know, as in the spotlights, standard security spotlights as long as they were timed
at five minutes, as is mentioned further down, that that would be permitted, a bare
bulb would be permitted.
And, again, discussion with regards to enforcement, there was a good bit of
discussion with regards to that in, in earlier meetings of. .. under, under
Molina
very
we did
that yes it
to
............' U U W U A

LV'U'.'ULj,i".

We, we actually sort of, I think, will discuss this a little bit. We sort of seek some
help from you. Then intention, of course, under Exemptions under B., 20.35.040,
Section B. with regards to holiday decorative lighting, we would definitely look to
you for help with regards to defining that in a way that you felt you could enforce
it. Of course, the intent is, is to make sure that, that people who are enjoying the
holidays, and the one that comes to mind, of course, is Christmas, with their
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decorative lighting. I don't think we're prepared to offer you any suggested
language right now.
MR. JOHNSON: My only comment would be maybe we say "seasonal holiday lighting"
or... and I believe--and, and the draft that I'm looking at in Section C. of that
same section, under General Exemptions, it does, it does define. .. --(CHANGE
OF TAPE)-- ...wattage, incandescent bulbs of less than eight watts.
MR. MABERRY: Yeah, that's not the correct version.
MR. JOHNSON: That was, that was deleted?
MR. MABERRY: Right.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Excuse me. As you go through your... answering of the
questions that were asked early, if you could, you know, say who you are-MR. MABERRY: Sorry.
MR. JOHNSON: Sorry.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: --and we can get it down. Thank you.
MR. MABERRY: I'm Mike Maberry, this is Phil Johnson, and Steve Sutrov. Is that all
you want to cover there? And please stop me, Council members, or, or in fact if
anyone else who ... With regards to the Submission of plans, we don't, we don't
I
language ..

I
to at
regards to
Sutrov to address this, as he is a current
Standards Committee. Steve.

U''''.lHV''''''

to ask Steve
Maui County Street

MR. SUTROV: Yeah, I'm not a current member. Actually, my term expired a few
months ago.
MR. MABERRY: Oh.
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MR. SUTROV: But I've just been.. .I think over four years on the Street Lighting
Committee. Yeah. On, on the makeup of the committee, I, I recommend that.. .I
see why there's a necessity for being a set number for the quorum issue. I do
recommend that if you do have ... experts on this committee I think would be
definitely a key component if you, if you can get them. If not, I, I would try to get
them as resource people as the Police would be and also Public Works would
be ...as, as the same in the structure of this committee and, and try to
encourage ... educated... people of the community to be part of this committee.
People that are aware of the community plans from their districts, basically,
would be very important 'cause what we're dealing with is ... people live in
residential and urban areas and agricultural areas, which I, I think is important
to ...have them express the concerns of their individual areas. And when it comes
to the type of lighting that their community plans actually state, as in Upcountry
right now, it states in our community plan that street lighting should not be
required in, in rural and agricultural subdivisions. And I would encourage that
we, we definitely leave a, a few seats on this committee for regular community
members that want to participate and but have the expert people there to offer the,
the ... the very educated opinions on, on how to proceed.
I think this committee is definitely needed versus comments maybe that Board of
Variances...might be needed. There needs to be a complaint-driven body to, to
be able to sift through concerns from the community and from maybe parts of the
ordinance that are not clear. And I, I really believe that a combination, and I
thought we were going to be using a combination of the Street Lighting
Committee and an Outdoor Lighting Committee, doing away with the Street

so
the wattage is
amount
consumed. So a fluorescent light consumes a
lot less wattage than a typical incandescent light bulb, and that's one of the
problems then when you start comparing say low pressure sodium versus high
pressure sodium versus metal halide is that the wattages will all be different.
What we're still talking about is the amount of light that, that is then used or, or
produced on the ground and that would be in lumens. That's why we had to go
somewhat technical on here because the wattage changes dramatically, depending
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on the type of light bulb. What we want to be able to do is control the amount of
lumens and the amount of light slippage.
MR. MABERRY: If I may just add to that, Mr. Chair, that so a lighting--that's why the
gentleman at Maui Electric wasn't, wasn't that familiar with the situation. A
lighting engineer designs a lighting system for a project, whether it be a, a parking
lot or a section of street lights, and so looking at how many lumens they'd like to
have on the ground and then what their options are with regards or their
restrictions are with the type of lights that they can use also versus what is
available, what's being manufactured, then they decide how high or how tall, or in
fact, in our case, we actually have a restriction on how tall our street lights can be.
So then they have to determine what the separation is of the street lights of that
height and then, of course, looking at the availability of the wattage bulbs, and
that determines, you know, that combination of our formula, if you will,
determines, you know, what they use. And so, again, Maui Electric is then told in
essence by whoever came up with the, the lighting plan, you know, we want this
number of these, this wattage bulbs based this far apart at this height.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: TharIk you. Members, any questions for the panel? Member
Mateo.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Chairman, tharIk you very much.
question goes to Mr. Sutrov, David [sic].

And I guess the

MR. SUTROV: Steve. Yeah.

were a
members
were a couple of
over
a
few times, maybe where a quorum was, was the challenge. But I believe this is a
wider issue also. This is not just street lights, you know, this is outdoor lighting.
During my term on it we received quite a few complaints and concerns from
situations that where lighting was a problem with people sleeping and where
trespass light from, from County street lights were, were impacting people's lives.
And this is going to be outdoor lighting. This is, this is a much bigger issue and I
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believe from the testimony we've gotten over the past years ... came with this
draft, there's a number of people in our community that this is a big issue, not
only from a wildlife and for the observatories, but one ...maybe is when I got
involved with this being with a community association for a number of years, the
communities in the residential areas ...the more urbanization we would get on
within our island.. .in this County, the more of a problem.. .light trespass is
going to be and the more, more people are going to be having that fire set under
them and wanting to get involved.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Okay.
MR. SUTROV: I don't believe a problem.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Okay. No, my, my only concern is because historically
these committees really have a problem, and I can understand the severity of the
issues, but when I can.. .I can sit here and tell you planning commissions at times
can't get quorum. So, you know, we've gotta be careful with the additional
committees and the creations of such because, one, we're losing people to serve
and, two, the demand is just so great that people get burnt out in serving as
volunteers. So that's just an issue I just wanted to share with you as we look at
the creation of another committee or commission. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Mr. Mateo. Mr. Sutrov, I, I note that on your, on
the proposal it said a three-year term. Have you guys, have the committee ever
looked at maybe a shorter term, maybe like two years because of the burnout and
people want to do something else?

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR MOLINA: Yeah. Thank you, Chairman. Good morning, Mr. Maberry,
Mr. Sutrov, Mr. Johnson. Thanks for all your work with regards to this
ordinance. I know it's been a long, long road. If I recall, Mr. Maberry, with
regard to the issue of cost and retrofitting, I believe you mentioned that there
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could be a possible Federal grants or programs out there that could assist the
County if, you know, this bill passes and the ret..., there's a ret..., the retrofits
involved.
MR. MABERRY: It's definitely something that we would apply for and we had given,
we've been given indications that it might, it might be looked upon favorably to
get some Federal funds to help with the retrofit.
VICE-CHAIR MOLINA: And this would tie into the observatory, of course.
MR. MABERRY: Yes, sir.
VICE-CHAIR MOLINA: Okay. And with regards to the shielding of, you know, bare
light bulbs on the porch, how much would something like that cost to, to the
resident. .. not, not. ..and I can see--and thank you for bringing up the motion
sensor security light issue. Now that should be exempted because that's the
whole purpose of having a security light, you want it to not be shielded. But in
terms of the old light bulb on the porch, what would something like that cost a
resident to-MR. MABERRY: I, I apologize. I, I would be reluctant to try to throw a number at you.
I, I really would without...you know, circum ... , individual circumstances I'm
sure would vary.
VICE-CHAIR MOLINA: Vh-huh. Have, have you or any of... the Ad Hoc Committee
members had a chance to consult with Big
folks to address some of

not--are

VICE-CHAIR MOLINA:

generaL

MR. MABERRY: From my standpoint it's, it's been primarily that they've been
concerned about the fact that when they first went to LPS, that they didn't have a
lot of options and they only had partially shielded LPS which hasn't really
addressed the glare problem which, of course, is a concern for drivers who
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have ...older drivers with weakening vision. So that, that has been an issue. The
only other thing is they didn't address use, they failed to address use of metal
halide in certain types of parking lots that are left on, primarily with regards to car
dealerships and such. And in fact, I think if you may remember, that
Dr. Wainscoat showed an image taken from, from space, from the space shuttle
and you can actually pick out one, one specific auto dealership in, in Hilo from
space. The, the other concern was, again, for not addressing the sales of mercury
vapor lights, things like that. But as far as, as far as individuals living under it, I
mean it's pretty much what you get used to, and people I've spoken to who are,
aren't even aware that they're living under an ordinance. So it's ... that's just my
input, sir. I don't know if anyone else wants to address.
MR. SUTROV: I think we were... as far as the Big Island we, we were relying on
testimony that we had received and the original in ... , information gathered by the
Subdivision Standards Committee in 1996, which had interviews with the Chief
of Police at that time, and also ...we had a lighting supplier address our
committee that supplied all the LPS to the Big Island, he testified and had a
demonstration for us, and also your field trip and the communications that we
received there, interviewing the different department heads. And, and .. .it seems
like there, there might have been other pieces of information also from the Big
Island. But...and I know the Council at one point asked the Police Department to
gather information from the Big Island, and whether or not that was supplied, I,
I've never read any of that. So that's the only information that we really, we
never as a committee took a field trip or sent out for any written comments ...that
I know of.

an,an
UJ'-'''''''~ at
a
or a
which aspect you take. So anyway, I just wanted to thank
gentlemen of
Ad Hoc Committee for doing the work that they're doing. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Mr. Molina. Mr. Hokama.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Chairman, thank you. Gentlemen, thank you for your
hard work on this proposal. One thing that I would like to bring up and I
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believe--and, again, I apologize, I think maybe all three of you gentlemen were at
our site inspection. I know at least Mr. Sutrov and Mr. Maberry, I believe, were
there. And it was interesting, one of the comments we received even with the
sidewalk's low pressure sodium fixtures was a comment because it wasn't
shielded there was glare, and, and I believe that is one of the main concerns is the
glare and the reflective ambient light that goes upwards, specifically for our
efforts on our mountain with the astronomy operations and projects. So let me
ask you this question--and you've heard our Police Department give their
comments and, and their concerns. Have you any assessment or any comments
that you could provide us this morning? If the County had fully implemented and
we enforce our current law which is fully shielded street lighting on private and
public right-of-ways, can you tell us the percentage or, or a degree of less light
pollution we currently could have on this island? I'm just curious because fully
shielded seems to be something that we need to really pursue and enforce.
MR. MABERRY: Fully shielding will help protect to some extent the night flying
seabirds. It will definitely make better use of, from an economical standpoint, the
light that we're spending money to generate, because it'll put the light where the
humans are and where they can use it, rather than up in the sky. Again, the
existing ordinance--or I apologize if it's not an ordinance, law, whatever--only
addresses street lights. It does not address the parking lots of the big-box stores,
which are the, is the other major pollution source that we have for, for lights. So,
you know, approaching lighting from a fully shielding standpoint definitely will
help protect the night sky for the birds to some extent. I'm not, I don't believe it
will help--unfortunately, our biologist left--but my understanding is that it
wouldn't do much for the turtles 'cause they're down below the, that level. But it
do
the way to
use of

me,
at
moment we
University enjoys being the stewards of and Maui enjoys having one of the five
best astronomical sites the world. And like I mentioned, it's the best site
world that the Department of Defense has access to for cataloging space junk and,
and other satellites. So .. .I, I'm not sure if that answers your question. I can't
give you a percentage. But I mean if we simply, if our infrastructure simply
catches up to the population that we have right now, not to mention what it's
projected to be, we will lose the night sky for astronomy. I mean it is true that,
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that we are being considered for the most important daytime astronomical project
in, in our history, and that's the advanced tech ... , technology solar telescope, the
ATST project. But Haleakala really hasn't been considered for a nighttime
project, you know, a large nighttime project for some time.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Well, thank you for the comments that you can, you
did just provide this Committee. And since you mentioned that as technology
continue to advance enough that with the current light situation we have on this
island, are there new breakthroughs in filters that could assist the astronomy with
the existing situation, or is that not something that is workable or has currently
been developed yet?
MR. MABERRY: A filter is a filter ...and so a filter reduces the amount of photons, the
amount of light that reaches your detector. And when you're trying to detect
very, very faint objects very far away, any filter you use reduces your ability to
fully detect that image or that object. And it's, it's kind of like if you're
snorkeling and the person up in front of you kicks up sand, I mean that's kind of
what you're looking through with regards to light pollution. It, it just muddies up
the water and it makes it difficult. I mean there isn't any way to filter out the light
that you really want. The, the photons are coming from space and they're mixing
in with the photons that are generated here at earth and you, there's no way to
pick out which ones are which.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you for that response. Chairman, I'm,
I'm done with the committee. Thank you. I'll have a question for Public Works
at the appropriate time. Thank you.

.:u"",
launctled a
play into
role with regards to
Department
you, I guess, share with whatever you know without getting, you know,
sensitive areas? How critical then is it to minimize light pollution as it relates to
National Defense and for tracking satellites and other areas of surveillance?
UU0 •

MR.

MABERRY:
Well, obviously--thank you very much, Councilman
Molina--obviously they could launch during the day as easily as they can launch
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at night. But it is a very important and strategic site. As you may remember, you
had testimony from the Air Force when, when you were Chairing the Committee
and, and they are concerned about it. It's... as far as .. .I mean they, they are the,
the number one tracking, missile tracking site in the Pacific; that is a fact. But
probably with regards to nighttime operations, the more important role they're
playing is looking at other people's satellites and trying to determine where those
satellites are looking and what their health is. In other words, are they, are they
turned on when they go over Hawaii, those kind of things. And so light pollution
definitely has an impact on, on that capability.
VICE-CHAIR MOLINA: Okay. Thank you. Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Member Molina. Members, any more questions
for the panel? Thank you very much guys, Mike, Steve, and Phil.
MR. MABERRY: Thank you.
MR. SUTROV: Thank you.
MR. JOHNSON: Thank you, gentlemen. I'd just like to say that, you know, I think the
committee and, and many members of the community have spent a lot of time and
there are as noted a, a number of small technical things that have to get worked
out--Public Works' concerns, Corp. Counsel's concerns--but the broad stroke of
this bill I think is very, very good and, and reflects I think the consensus of a, of
the community, of a broad section of the community. And if we can get through
these little technical glitches, I think we need to move on this bill. It's a very
us.
you, "",,,,.au,-.u.,-,,.

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Director Arakawa, we
have been made aware of Maui County Code, Chapter 15 regarding luminaire
standards and lamp standards and, in particular, the requirement of fully shielding
luminaires that should've been done by January 2005. Can you give us some
comment this morning, if you are able to, to this Committee whether or not we
have compliance, and if we don't have full compliance, if your Department has
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some plans or options that it is reviewing or planning to implement to get full
compliance?
MR. ARAKAWA: Thank you. Councilmember Hokama, in regards to that provision
that required fully shielded lights by 2005, I believe the Committee had
previously discussed that matter and our response, the Department's response to
the Committee was that since the ...this Outdoor Lighting bill was being
considered, should the Council pass an ordinance in, in order to mandate LPS
fixtures, it would require basically the, the entire arm of the street light being
replaced. So, therefore, should we have spent County monies to shield, you
know, the normal cobra headlights when in fact if the Committee decided to pass
an LPS ordinance, we'd have to change that whole thing again. So our decision
was we'd wait until the decision was made as to what would occur on outdoor
lighting and proceed accordingly.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Thank you for that reminder, Director Arakawa. So
there's no way with our great ability to be innovative and reengineer, that we
could reengineer without replacing that arm that holds the fixture to the post
itself?
MR. ARAKAWA: No. My understanding it's, it's more than just replacing a bulb. It's
replacing the entire fixture and basically if, if you recall going to your trips to the
Big Island, those LPS fixtures tend to be very long and rectangular. It's an
entirely different type of light. So it basically would require the entire fixture
replacement.

re ... ,

re~!arjd1Dg

current

Onl1D,aD(:e

as it now exists.
MR. ARAKAWA: I would have to get back to you on that. I don't, I don't know at this
point.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Would you care to take a guess?
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MR. ARAKAWA: I'd prefer to get back to you in writing. I, I don't know.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Well, that's a, a good answer, Mr. Director.
. . . (chuckle). .. Chairman, thank you very much.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Mr. Hokama. Members, any more questions for
Corporation Counselor the Department? I, I do have one for Corporation
CounseL This is in regards to a bill that was passed by the State of Hawaii in
regards to high pressure sodium shielded of State highways. Does State
jurisdiction overrides, should this pass, this new proposal that we're talking
about?
MS. YOUNG: We would have to review the bill, but typically State ...we're a, we're a
subdivision of the State so they can limit our powers based on their State statutes,
right. So it depends on what the State--we're, we're authorized to do certain
things in, for example, Chapter 46, is, is one of the, is one of the areas that
authorizes the County to do certain things, and so we'd have to look at the
specific bilL I, I'm not sure which, I'm not familiar with the bill that, that. ..that
you mentioned, but we can, we can look at that and get back to you if we get more
information about what, what bill this is.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. At this time, the Chair would like call a short
recess ... a couple minutes. Recess. . .. (gavel) . ..
RECESS:

11 56 a.m.

is
we can... and
we an can live

on
an ordinance, a wen
objections to the Chair's recommendations?
""YAUA...' ....

COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objections.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you very much. The Chair would like to adjourn this
meeting and we'll continue this discussion on our July 31 st meeting. Meeting is
adjourned.... (gavel) . ..

ACTION:
ADJOURNED:

DEFER pending further discussion.
12:04 p.m.

APPROVED:

TANILLA, Chair
Public Works Committee
pw:min:060717:1m

Transcribed by: Lola A. Martin
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